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Rise and Fall, 2009

Tan filmed in Niagara Falls,

Belgium, and the Nether-

lands for her two-screen

installation Rise and Fall. 

The viewer glimpses an old-

er and a younger woman

engaged in intimate moments:

feeling the caress of a lover,

walking in nature, bathing,

and dressing.

“I work mainly with time based media, with film and video, 
and as such I think a lot about time,  subjective time, ‘real time’, history, memory
as the ‘paint and paintbrushes’ in my hands...Filming a scene disembodies it,
removes it from the physical reality of where it was shot.”
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“My own hybrid background straddling East and West and my personal questions relating to
‘Chineseness’ were for me personally linked to that building—The Royal Pavilion in Brighton.”

Disorient, 2009

At left are two scenes from

Disorient, which is partly

based on the writings of

Venetian merchant and

traveler, Marco Polo. It was

part of Tan’s 2009 installa-

tion at the Venice Biennale,

which also included Rise

and Fall and Provenance.

A Lapse of Memory, 2007

Henry is caught somewhere

between imagined stories

of the East and the horizons

of the West. He wanders the

rooms, performing daily rit-

uals in an attempt to recon-

struct his biography from

incoherent recollections

and to map his next journey.
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The Changeling, 2006

Nearly two hundred portraits

taken in the early twentieth

century of Japanese school-

girls continuously stream by

on one screen. A single pho-

tograph, accompanied by

the voice of a woman talking

about her life, appears on

the next screen. The piece

recalls Tan’s earlier works, in

which she frequently draws

on archival photography and

film to examine the relation-

ship between recorded ima-

ges and representations of

the self.

Provenance, 2008

Inspired by seventeenth-

century Dutch portraits in the

Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam,

Provenance features six filmed

portraits of people in Tan’s

everyday life, including Mary

Knol, her mother-in-law.

“The first screen shows hundreds of schoolgirl portraits of great uniformity in quick, 
anonymous succession. On the second screen, I give the viewer only one single image—
the portrait of a young schoolgirl.”
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“Why bother to look at unknown people’s faces?” Fiona Tan
asked during the process of creating Provenance, her installa-
tion on view in the fall and winter of 2010 in the Arthur M.
Sackler Gallery as part of the exhibition Rise and Fall. “ The
answer is simple, Tan continued, “This looking somehow sat-
isfies an intrinsic human need. The face is the first picture an
infant responds to, the first image a baby can recognize. We
look – even at flat two-dimensional reproductions of faces and
bodies – in search of mirrors and measuring sticks. And appar-
ently we find what we are looking for.” In Provenance, a proj-
ect commissioned in 2008 by the Rijksmuseum in Tan’s adopt-
ed home of Amsterdam—she was born in Indonesia and raised
in Australia—she first looked to images from the Golden Age
of Dutch painting, including those by Rembrandt, who paint-
ed portraits of members of his own family. She then turned to
the people in her own immediate world, including her teacher,
a cabaret performer, her neighborhood grocer and his son, and
her own son Niels. In response, Tan filmed moving portraits
that are framed vertically. These animated still lifes create a
dialogue between the seventeenth and the twenty-first cen-
turies, between traditional portraiture and film, and between
the artist and the viewer. “I am interested in how images affect
and inform the internal picture we have of ourselves, of others,
and of the world around us,” Tan adds.

Portraits tell only part of the story. Tan’s work also explores
the relationship between past and present, memory and time.
“Time, history, memory, they are all connected; they are facets
of the same globe. As an artist working almost exclusively with
time-based and lens-based media, time is one of my major
tools,” Tan says. In A Lapse of Memory, Tan filmed at the
Royal Pavilion in Brighton, England. She created a script for a
character named Henry—or perhaps his name is Eng Lee—
who roams the former royal residence that was decorated to
the brim in the fashionable chinoiserie of the nineteenth centu-
ry. “My own hybrid background straddling East and West and
my personal questions relating to ‘Chineseness’ were for me
personally linked to that building” says the artist of the work.
The narrative that unfolds in Tan’s own voice relates, “Henry
is waiting for a story he can call his own.”

A story without words is told in the title piece, Rise and Fall.
Here, a younger and an older woman—or perhaps it’s the same
woman—engage in daily activities, but on two vertical screens.
Their separate lives, connected by time, memory, and identity,
bring to mind T.S. Eliots famous lines: “Time present and time
past/Are both perhaps present in time future/And time future
contained in time past.” As images meet and separate across the
two screens, the work’s imposing scale, verticality, and sound
convey the tension between past and present, and the transience
of the human experience.

Fiona Tan: Memory and Time

West Pier, 2006

One in a series of five, this cap-

tures the decaying remnants of

the West Pier in Brighton, built

in 1866 for promenading.

Time, history, memory, they are all connected; 
they are facets of the same globe.




